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Note to the Public Involvement Coordinator
1

Cohgratulations'on having undertaken a challenging and worthwhile job in
what is'in. many ways 'a pioneer field.

This manual has been designed to help you develop a coordinated planning
strategy by defining appropriate program goals and following through by
selecting the means and methods most likely to achieve those specified
ends.

. -

The purpose of all.this is to ensure that the shape of your Public
,Involvement (PI) program is determined more by conscious design than by
chance -or crisis. Strategic planning can also help you to identify and.
reduce the 'conflicting goals of that various publics and agency staff.
Finally, eareful planning can helpltrresolve the ambiguities inherent in
your own role as Di coordinator, as you relate to the agency.and the

. public.

Unfortunately there are noisure-fire recipes for success inthis or any

other business. the systematic process described lice can cla-
rify many elements of your job if you are willing and able both to take
the initiativa and to communicate effectively. .,,

The woilcvheets may loe rather time consuming, but they.(or some modified
versions which better suit your situation) Should be helpful in organiz-
ing ydur thinking, maintaining=a program record, and stimulating focused
disQussion with others.

Tn develop a fuller unherRtanding ofthe-concepts incorporated in the
manual refer-to additional reference material such as the books listed at
the back of the manual.

'Al
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STAGE1 ORIENTATION
Information-gathering

Determining expectations and implications for.PI

Developing the coordinator's role

The General Purpose: To acquire an understanding of the elements which
should be considered in planning the PI program.

During this orientation period you need.to accomplish four things:

To obtain as much informati.6FNrs possible about the project, the
publics, and the agency; / °

To establish contacts and initiate the relationships necessary for
collaborative work throughout the project life's;

To set up the mechanics of communications --mail endling,
telephones,.etc.; and .

4 "
To develop your role as public involvement coordinator.

,INFORMATION - GATHERING
v.14 J.,

4 As you.go into your new job you will be concerned with making a good
impression iii a new environment, eager to learn, anxious to.get started,

YI
and overwhelmed by the amount of information from many sourcts. At'this'

stage you wil have a unique opportunity to ask questions without being
expected to have the answers. In-fact a newcomer who claims to have all
the answers is an object of immediate and longlasting diStrust!. \.. -

. Frequently the new coordinator discovers that the goals, importance and
structure of the PI program are only vaguely defined. A major part of

. 7 your job may be to develop the program virtually from scratch and,: to a
'large degree, dehne your own positioKkild its relatfOn to other
positions in the hierarchy.

You can put this grace period to best use if you purposefully structure
and record your information gathering for 'future reference.

. .

,

.Information gathering takes many forms: reading'agenoY reports and
memoranda, browsing through newspaper clip files, interviewing department
heads, and even listening to coffee break scuttlebutt. However;:sihcre-

you are designing a public involvement program;. not.writing a riael, you
need to organize the facts and subjective impressions -you apvire during
this information-gathering process in a way that herp.i,o define and

accomplish your goals.

r
6
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FINDING OUT WHERE THE LODIES ARE BURIED

First, you must assess the situation so that you will. begin to develop a
realistic working ynderstanding of the major factors ;hich will affect

the PI program. It is crucial that you know the people and groups who
are involved, their special- interests, and how they relate,'or4pl.l.to

relate, to one another.

.
The three elements which most need definition and careful consideration

are: IV

the project

the public(s)

the agency

As coordinbtor you will need to establish effective W'o king relationships

with each of these elements. You must decide what characteristics'of,
each should be taken into, account in shaping the PI progr9m.

For each element (project, publics, agency) you will find suggested

'worksheet formats. The worksheets simply provide an organized way to

record the basic descriptive facts and the subjective impressions.

of each element for your use in program planning.

Only you can determine just what items.4reifrmost relevant for your

situation. As you go along you'll discover new sources and additional '

considerations which shbuld be included.

Try to use as many sources, especially for subjective data, as possible.

Different sources/may prove Jo be very dependable, totally unre1iab1e, or

somewhere in between. It is important that you withhold judgement until

you are sure of your ground.

Begin early to make' tentative notes on the implications of

information for the PI program. However, as you make notes, take care to

maintain an objective tone. First, yoU may change your mind, and second,

your, files are quite likely part of the public record. After talking

with Joe X,you May be sure that he has no ,idea what he is talking about

and has less intelligence than your dog. Try to record his opinions

objectively and attribute them to the source. Commit your more colorful

comments to memory rather than to -paper.

1.
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ORIENTATION WORKSHEET 1: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Purpose: to become-familiar'with the project and understand -its relationship to the PI Prograd

.

PRO3CT: (sample quescins)
--;...

.

PI PROGRAM
..

CONTEXT: ,
.

(

7Howdid the project originate?
,

-Purpose?
-Sponsor?

.

- Agencies involved?

-Related to other projects?
-Etc:',,

.

. .

.,

GIVENS:,

.

-Time-frame?,
.

' -Specified planning phases?
-What decisions must be made? By whom?
-Etc.

, 4
.

POTENTIAL:
. r ..,

....1What are intended outcomes? Products?
-What are the Fibssible outcomes?
-What outcipes do project staff wish to avoid?
-Etc.

.

.....-

.

.
,

.

.

---_,
N..

-..

.

-Formal requirements for PI?

.

.

.

- Unwritten' expectations for II?

, .

-Other effects on PI?
... .

.

_' .

-
.

.

s.

.

-'
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ORIENTATION WORKSHEET 2: PUBLICS

Purpose: to learn about the various publiVs,and their potential effects on PI

.
.

PROJECT AREA (sample questions)

.

.

.

,

LIKELY EFFECTS/
IMPLICATIONS FOR PI
- fgROGRAM?.....

.

'-governmental units included?
-demography? .

7local decision-making processes?
-economy?
-major sources of income, such as,

agriculture, industries, etc.?
-etc. 0

.

.

,

.

. .

,

. ,
.

4
.

. o'

.

.

.

-

.

.

.
.

.

.-
.

_

1

,

. ,

.

.

.

, \
'.

GROUPS INTERESTED IN OR AFFECIED BY PROJECT:

.

:

1

(List)

(For EACH, set up descripti e sheet) .

(Sample questions:)

-formal organization?
-internal structure?
=intertst in project? .

-prefefted outcomes?
-previous experience with PI?
-attitude toward PI? .

-expectations of PI?
-attitude toward "government?,
- influence in public affairs?' .

- composition of group?
-g /- .group leaders?

-......

-characteristics,of group leadership?
-access to resources (e.g. facilities,

'bommq
.

.nication channels), .

-etc. ,

,

. .
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ORIENTATION WORKSHEET 2: PUBLICS

Purpose: to learn about the various publi \s -and their potential effects on PI

PROOECT AREA (sample questions)

.

LIKELY EFFECTS/
IMPLICATIONS FOR PI
. F5ROGRAM?

.

4

.

.

.

.

__

.

'-governmental units included? .

-demography? .

-local decision-making processes?
-economy?
-major sources of income, such as,

agriculture, industiies, etc.?
-etc. 0

. .

.

f'

f

.

.

,

, -

i

.

,

. ,

.

.

.

GROUP INTERESTED IN OR Aq-ECTED BY PROJECT:

Q .

.

i

(List)

(For EACH, set up descripti e sheet)
(Sample questions:)

-formal organization?
-internal structure? 1
=interest in project?
- preferred outcomes? .--

-previous experience with PI?
-attitude toward PI? .

-expectations of PI?
-attitude toward 'government?.
- influence in public affairs?' .

- composition of group?

-group leaders? /

-characteristics,of group leadership?
- access to resources (e.g. facilities,

''communication channels). .

-etc. .

,

10
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Are these peop4 highly sophisticated.or inexperienced at paraipatcry

planning? Are thy powerful or underpriVileged, both or neither? What

organizations of" special interest groups exist? Are there individuals or

industries that have a particular interest in the project?

In summary; you need to find out as much as you can'about the people who

live, work, have interests in, Or will be affected by decisions made in

the project area.

Tilt AGENCY

What is the nature of the agency? The frustration which results from

working within alarge organization, public or private, often is due to. a

failure to understand how the organiZation works, or coming to that

understanding too late. Try to;learn as much as you can about the agency

before you start to Organize your program. You will then be better ble

to use the resources- available within the agency,

to avoid or at least cope with many stu

red tape, and

. .jo accomplish mote productive work.

ing blocks and a lot of

The-Worksheet on the next p6gy (Agency Description) identifies at least

some of the information you wirl,need to gather. Note that your position

is listed as one, of the key perspectives on the RI.program. Don't neg-

lect to take stock of your own expectations and skills.
,

What: are the formal responsibilities of this agency? How are its p 4, -

y
grams funded? What political pressured influence its opera dig? 'ow

does itrelate"to other agencies and t . elic? -How do e 6ureNcrati

networks Within the agency function? .

'*
More specifically; what,are the prio ities,' tit ower structure,

.
.

and' working pattlrns of the staff ass ned t s par . .r project?

,
Finally, and perhaps most important as fat as r wor is conce ed, are

there agency-wide rules or expectations regarding . What has b en

the project staff's experience withPI, and what attitudes or ass ptions

they pow hold about it?
,

.
:"Yk. .

Although this descriptiOn of information-gathering may look for idable,

you need specific information so that your progra lans will it the

realities of project requirements and the character public: and

agency. For example, PI m thods which might be very e fect' e in .a

three-block, inner-city, u bdf,renewal project can't be ected to work

well, technically or polit cally, in developing regional standards for

agricultural grpundwater c tamination.
Aga

4
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ORIENTATION WORKSHIEF, : AGENCY DESCRIPTION

/.,

Purpose: to become familiar with the agenc_and understand

AGENCY

its relationship to the PI program.

What's its overaIi mission?
What are its functions,,activities7
Oeganization chart, internal 'and external?
What's the Telation'of thaproject to other' activities?
,Attitudes, expectations re: Tfie project?'

a

4:0

a,"

4. .
.

TBLIC INVOLVEMENT

4 Has the agency a formal description of PI function, beyond coordinator's job description?
r

-
For each person in thp position

_listed below, what is their:
Exppctation

of PI program?
Expectation

of coordinator?

-

Attitude
toward PI?

,
Exper1ence
with PI?'

Is

Skills
relevant

PI?'

to

Chief Administrator Y -

. _

_

.

0

.

.

Planning Staff .

Jai .

.

Technical SpeciBlists f

D

.cd
, .

Other -

,

3
-

.

.

PI Coordinator
,

.

. r .

.

. .

t
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PR or PI--Is there a difference?

You are an employee and therefore a representative of the agency or
organization who pays,your salary. However, .you are not a public
relStions specialist, whose primary function is to sell your agency and
its-prograds to the public.

The difference between "public relations"'and "public involvement" may
come as a s6rprise to many people you encounter, even to the agency head .

who hired you. jf,this is the case yob wil1,need'all. your skills as a
diplomat to protect,theintegrity of your role and still preserve a
cordial working relationship with your agency colleagues.

As a public irk,731vement coordinator yolor function is to facilitate
communication and productive exchange between various groups which may be

----veStly dissimilw in4".organization, goals, and membership. Your job
therefore puts yq, in a'boundary or linkage position, requiring you to
work independently, while maintaining communication with a large number
of people. /

.
.

.

Objectivity is therefore critical. You cannot be, or be perceived as,

the agent or Apocate of any one group, even your own agency.

'fi

13 1 0
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/faking Advantage of the Bureaucrary

fit

Being part, of a large,agency can'havp itskadvalltages. Are resources,

such as AW,equipinent,' word Processing'systems, publication assistance,

and computerization of mailinglists available? If so, how do you obtain

access to them? That is, are there tpecific"procedures to follow, speci-
fic pepple (such es graphic artists) whose acquaintance and good will ybii

should. cultivate?
, -

, A

If other sections in the.agency have public involvement programs you may
benefit from their experience. This is particularly important in estab-
lishingcontacts with conservation, civic and educational organizations
whichmay be invaluable to your'effoi.ts. Other people in public involve-
ment roles can also give.you professional and emotional support which can
be invaluable in mtintaining.your sanity when things get rough.

O

44 ,
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DETERMINING EXPECTATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS rbR POKIC INVOLVEMERT '

,, ...
This research also gives you a purpose for becoming acquainted with the

4.,
people with whom you will be working. Beyond the bare facts, you need to

learn as much as you can about their goals for:the,pToject (their'prefer- ,,.....

ences'for its outcome) and their expectations abodt the PI program.
1tNotice and maintain the distinction between proSeceand PI, program

... goals and expectations:

1

That distinction is important because differences of o nion about prO;',

(1
ject'outcomes will inevitably surface during,PI-progr m activities. The .

'PI program itself can become a secondary level ofpot ntial confusion,
especially if participants have different assumptions about hot,/ the PI,

program should function end what their roles should be. TherefOre make %.

every-effort, as early as possible, to draw-out and begin to clarify the
differing goals and expectations of both agency staff and the various

involved publics. Then plan ehe PI program to facilitate th resolution

of these differences. If you try to avoid these issues the PI program is.

likely to become a circus of confusion, and perhaps break doWn entirely.

DIFFERENCES IN PROJECT GOALS

Differences in pr ject goals are to be expected in any sort of planning.

Because natural, uman arid financial resources are liTited, not every-

one's preferr nds can be fully served. For example, water diverted

upst mean less for downstream users. The new road which provides

for one man's business expansion maykat the same time destroy another

man's orcMprd. The agency which budgets a great deal of planners' time

to PI maPao so at some expense to technical quality.

Such differences in viewing the project result in the formation bf spe-

cial interest grodps, which then engage in some form of political

activity to try to affect the outcomes. (Special interest is not a .

negative term. Unless people have a rational stake in project outcomes,

they will not be motivated to spend their time and energy in participa-

tion. In natural resources, planning the major opposing viewpoints often

can be generally grouped as developmental and conse *'ationist,

neithen f bi.ch is intrinsically good or evil.)
.,

The poit for the PI program is that, without encouraging any premature,

hard -lie positions, yod heed to use your initial information-gathering

contacts to gain insight nto people's project, preferences as they pres-

ently exist.

DIFFERENCES,IN EXPECTATIONS FOR PI PROGRAM

Picture the confusion of the following public meeting: The citizens

-absume-they have been convened to decide an issue. The PI coordina-

tor is hoping to elicit information which will be-Considered by the

15
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decisLton makers. At least some of the agericy staff view-the meeting only
.

as a means of obtaining an expression of support for. their proposals:
Everyone goes home angry except the press, who have qaite a story. .

If you intend to establish and. maintain credibility.fdr both the PI prp-
gram and the entire project you need to gather subjective information
,concerning people's expectations of the PI program. What do theysee as
their purpose Whatroles and power do they assume or prefer for agencyfA..

' public, and coordinator?

Incompatible' asLimptions are as likely to exist within the ag4ncy itself
as among the_various publics. Some staif may be so optimistic that they
think that a brief public meeting will ffe adequate to resolve -ail dilem-

e mas and yield consensus, while others may hold such a negative view of PI
thattheir only expectation is one of wasted time. *Disillusioning`the
former is easy, but persuading the latter-of the valueof PI will only be
successful if and when you can produce some tangible results,

DEVELOPING THE COORDINATOR'S ROLE

You have been told to orient yourself to the three bdsic elements of .your
-job by acquiring reams of information, all, as soon.as possible, about the,,
projectf the publics, and the agency: This is not an easy task, but if
you try to make each contact serve as many purposes as is feasible, and
record and file the results in a structured format sttch as the worksheets
provided, these first weeka will go much,smoother.

For example, when you identify particular individuals or iersons who seem
to speak for organizationsorspecialinterest groups, should record
these contacts. Thesample contact file shown is one waytfo do t.his.

As you make your contacts you need to be tactful as well as energetic.
Searching out existing aCtituq0s should be handled sensitively so that
people will not become locked into positions. Eventually, the PI program
will provide opportunity for dialogue and modifidation, but this ia a,
time for learning only. You need to find out the lay of the land before
you try to move the earth!

Many people will reapdnd frankly to. straightforward questions after you
have established some rapport End explained your purpose. Of course .

there will be some attitudes that people prefer not to declare, or of .

which they are not consciously aware. You may have to listen for things
they don't say and do some intuitive guesswork.

An example is an agency director whose real goal for the Pi prograM is to
comply with federal regulations as inexpensively as possible. Official-
ly, he would be likely to'express something on the order of ptovision
of opportunity for all citizens to partibipate fully in planning. If

such an ambitious statement carries an incompatibly tiny budget, You need
to note the discrepancy and do what you can to resolve it, or else live
with it.. You may find yourself humming "The Impossible Dream" a lot.

11.
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with the Agency

A

A
First;'Tsmiliari2e yourself thoroughly with, the project so that you are

well-grounded in the basic context of staff activity. After you have
talked with.individuel agency staff members and,,as may be the case,
other people 'associated with the project staffan agency staff meeting
committed to,expibration'of each person's expectations for the PI program'

'Ina y'1 y' law-useful.
%AO

Since'staff meetings can be the bane of,bureeucracy, avoid.-initiating one
.

,until you'have a definite plan for' accomplishing your goals within the
context of a group dieplission. The chief administrator can greatly en-

. hante the usefulness of. the meeting by encouraging Open discussion and by
not'declail'ing his,pOsition,at'the outset.

. Also use the meeting to explain (and :gain support for) your next step:.
spending-time in familiarizing yourself with the project area pUblics.
Remember to avoid pin,Rincv people into rigid positions which will be hard

to change when you provide them with feedback from the public. Fill in

your agency worksheet,, for your on reference, but again, rememberlo
avoid pinning yourself intd rigid conclusions as you record your impres7

sions. (Try to view the opinions you encounter as a starting point rather
than a limitation and be careful not to overweigh those opinions'which

- concur with your own. It is easy to hear what you want to hear..

Meeting "the Publics

Maintain the open attitude during your next step. NoW that you under-

stand the project and have aysense of the sponsoring agency position, you
are ready to get acquainted at several levels with the publics. What you

are looking For as you talk with different people are groupings of inter-

, esti in relation to the-projett. You will begin to discern the various

aggregations of individuals--public officials, farmers, waterfront land-
owner.ai, etcs - -whq share particular orientations,toward,the project. Good

record 'keeping is an invaluable 'pkrt of this processf

As you establish contacts with4the public, yoU will set the tone for the

entire PI program. Therefore, be tactful. DOn't evaluate people's opin-

-, ions, at least not audibly. Restrict your education efforts to clearing
_up misunderstandings of facts about the project andlto answering ques-

tions and requests for information.

Building relationships with the publics will be facilitat by your

genuine interest in their. concerheby your accessibility, and*by, your
honesty. From the .4?"*.beginning, 'bto yoqr homework, but if you're asked

a question you can't answer, admit you (knit know, offer to obtain the

information, and then DO III

17
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The Contact File

Begin and maintain a contact file like tgle example given as Worksheet 4, °

including not only who and where,but:wt-iYthe person might partici-
paee. Is the individual,, for example a representative member of a group
likely to be affected by project.outebmes?.e
Also note potential resources such As skills, access to media and other
communications networks,'and meeting 'facilities. Be especially alert fot
those people whose aptitudes, representative qualities and respect in-
their segments of the local'comtunity are such that'they can, in effect,
speak fqr groups of stakeholders.

The people listed in your contact file will probably be included on your
mailing list. As 'you recordnew information about your active contacts,
'don't forget to correct youe mailing list as needed. Alpo, be sure to
date everything and to resq1A discrepancies in names, addresses and
telepho4 numbers as soon as you can. Computers are great for this kind
of housekeeping, but you will have to format your information to suit the
computer. Therefore, put your agey computer specialists, high on your
list of people to get to know.

During this orientation period you *will first gatger information abaput

the project, th agency, and the publics. You will then initiate con-
tacts with whom you will be:,'working throughout the project and perhaps
beyond. In this process yfou will identify differences in expectetiOns
about the project and about the PI program. Finally, you will establish
your own identity as coordinator, between the agency and the publics.

As the project continues you will often be under pressure from both agen-
cy perponnel and members of the public to, represent or promote their
special interests or pet projects. However if you know what you think,
and why, you can explain your decisions as you develop, implement, and
modify the PI program. The worksheets and evaluation procedures describ-
ed here will both help you dev9op your rationale and explain it to
others. 416

If you are uccessfuLduring this initial period of orientation, the
. results of our efforts will be that'agency personnel will have confi-

dence that u can find out how their proposals are likely to be received
by various p blics and that you can obtain inputs from the publics Which
will aid .in t e successful completion of the project. At the same time
,members of th public will begin to perceive that you can and will give
them straight answers to their questions and that you will ensure that
their concer s ate heard and seriously considered.

Answer the phone, Somebody, Please
)

---

Now that u have established contacts, telephone inquiries must be,han-
died co rteously and mail should be routed to you immediately. If you

/are semi-buried in a large agency or multi- agency department with several
offides which have similar- sounding names or lots of acronyms, or if you

18
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ORIENTATION WORKSHEET 4: CONTACT FILE (sample)*

. .

Purpose: maintain a resource file of individuals
...---

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE
..,

ORCANIZATION/GROUP

t

a

,
.

..

NOTES: (Characteristics, access to resources, dates and outoomea of contacts, etc.)
*,

a

$

*This may be kept on 5 x 8 cards, with references to your'program log, if needed,

4f.
t , 1

,,

ft

.a
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k. 4....
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are part of a very small,,short-handed organization, internal communica-
tions may be a problem.

In a large organization the most straightforward solution is to introduce
yourself to the switchboard operators, maihandlers, and secretaries',
around the place. Give them a card with your name, office, telephone
.extension, Post Office number, if it differs from the4s, and a list of
the types of inquiries which should be directed 'to you. You may end up
as a catchall for calls and letters which stump the cleridal staff, but
by this time you should be able to compile your own referral list for
peopled who are routed, to you error. Help fight to eradicate the-
"bureducratic runaround" by finding out what goes on outside your littlb
cubicle!! -

In a small office the problem may be that there are times:when nobody is
, 'around to answer the phone. Employ'an answering, service or get one of

those telephone recording devices. However, if you do this be sure to
respond to your messages promptly!

J

If the internal communication system is hopelessly slow or.if you xpect
to handle large volumes of incoming letter's and calls, try to get a
cial- Post Office box and/or ph ne line for the public involvement, pro-
gram. Also, investigate the po ibility of justifying an incoming WATS
line ide Area Telephone Service which will allow out of town callers
to ntact you without paying long distiince rates. .

REVIEW AND REVISION
d,

4

When you have gathered enough information to describe and characterize
the project, agency, and publics, you need to organize your data and
assess the situation in preparation for Stage 2.

Review and tevise your assessments'of each element.

:Update your documentation, including your contact file.

Depide on a method for maintaining a Program log which will
work for you. (You need some means of recording aitivity as
it happens so you can learn from it and keep others informak,

You will probably find that you have accumulated a bewildering array of
opinions and perceptions.about the nature and goals of both the'projeCt
and the PI program. Now you must take this material 'and mold from it a
coherent program.

20
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:STAGE 2: WV

Rallying Agency support for the PI Program

Dealing with differing expectations

Relating public involvement to project planning

Studying methods and techniques

Preparing discussion materials

*Collaborating and negotiating

The General Purpose: Gaining agency approV'al for the basic structure and

major, activities of the PI program.

During your orientation period you played the role to some extent of the
human sponge, absorbing as much'information from 'all sources as possible.
Ip this stage you must be more assertive, as you begin the basic pldnning

for the PI program. This planning will call for a good deal of analyti-
cal thinking on your part as you evaluate the:data you'have collected,
and good communication skills as you involve others in the design of the

PI program. If you neglect either you're in deep trouble.

A major goal at this point is to gain agency support for the PI program
as an integral part of the total planning project. This support should

include recaglition of the need for two major dimensions. One dimension

is that of building and maintaining on-going communication, with the pub-
lics, e.g. with individuals, groups, organizations, and news media. This

Will.include outgoing efforts like public relations and information dis-
semination; it also includes routine efforts to gather information from
the public and informal opportunities for discussion between publics and
planners. A

The second dimension is the More visible one hol ing formal events,

such as public meetings or workshops, at which plan ers and publics ex-
change information-around a structured topic.

RALLYING AGENCY SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Schedule a meeting with the agency staff. The purpose-of this session
will be to gain agency approval of a general structure of'the PI program.

To beluccessful, this session will require lots of homework on your

part. You must present the staff members with a concise.description of
current perceptions and expectations regarding the project and the'PI
program.' You must also demonstrate how the PI program fits in with the
planning project as'a whole and the pros and cons of various strategies.

4
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The achiesvement of full-partnership status for the PI program will be a
continuing process, but at this first meyting you can describe how the PI
function can be useful to the-agency's work. Yqu can show,y your know-
ledge and behavior, that you have the special skills for conducting an
effective program and therefore represent another area of specialized
expertise.

Put the date on your calendar and get to work.

DEALING WITH DIFFERING. EXPECTATIONS

First, lay out the baseline data you have gathered about 'people's'
expectations. Your earlier surveys of agency and public perceptions
(which you recorded on your worksheet's) will have revealed differences
which should be compared carefully. If they are ignored or glossed over
now they will only crop up-later iff theRrogram, to everyone's frustra-
tion and to the detriment of the program.

Groundwork Worksheet 1--Comparisons

To help'you and others make objective comparisons of differing expecta-
tions, set up a worksheet like the one on the opposite page which will
prepent any discrepancies clearly. Prepare some notes for discussion of
compromises and possible resolutions. Then polish the comparisons
worksheet for use at the agency feedback session.

RELATING PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT TO PROJECT PLANNING

The relationship between project planning and PI program planning can be
a basis for communication between you and other agenCy members. Formal
planning procedures provide the framework for both. Agency staff should
readily understand phrases such as "time sequences" and "expected costs
and benefits". Because you're speaking their language, the planners can
contribute-greatly to the quality of the program.

4

**A word of warning: While you can arid should know the language of plan-
ning, be careful not to let yourself use the jargon and catchwords of any
field as a substitute for careful thought and clear language.

Groundiork Worksheet 2-:-Basic PI Program Planner

A planning format for designing and presenting your program rationale is
shown on page 24. The major headings at the top 2.re those of a general-
ized all-purpose one-size-fits-all (or nobody?) pTanning process. If

they do not adequately fit the sequence for your overall project, revise
them. By starting with the established planning project phases, you
ensure that the_PI prograM is related to them at every step of the way.
Try to find out (tactfully, of course) whether these sequences are likely
to be changed in the course of the project, and if so, hqw1rastical.ly,
so that you can build the necessary flexibility into the PI program.

22
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4: .GROUNDWORK WORKSHEET 1: COMPARISONS

Purpose: Tb examine discrepapciesvin goals, expectations, preferences.

AGENCY PUBLICS

Preferred
Project

Outcomes?

Comparison
Notes

Expectations for
PI Program?

COmpatison
Notes .,

. Other

Differences ?.

What Resolutions
Might Be Made?



.GROUNDWORK WORKSHEET 2: BASIC PI PROGRAM PLANNED

Purpose: To define what will be happening in the PI program, and why, at each stage of the planning project.

PLANNINGPROCES$ SEdUENCE

DATES

PROBLEM
. IDENTIFICATION

. ( )t0( -)

GOAL ,'

DETERMINATION

( )to( )

ISOLATE

ALTERNATIVES

.( )to( )

°EVALUATE
ALTERNATIVES

( )to( >

SELECT'
ALTERNATIVES

( )t6( )

ROLES OF PUBLIC /
.

ROLES OF AGENCY
.

.

I

,

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES .

, . -/

1

`'ONGOING CO MUNICATIONS

. ',--/

.

.
.

.

, Activiti es

Expected costs
(respbrce needs)

Expected benefits

Rationale

.

_,
0.

.

3

...

. .
)

,

EVENTS

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

''''. Activities
,

,

Expected costs
(resource needs)

Expected benefits &

Rationale

,

.
. .

.,

,
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As you study the project phases you will determine the respective roles

of, agency and publib'at' each stage. These variations in roles depend

upon the nature of the task to be done at each point. There will be

times when a great deal of public input is needed, and other times when
,agency staff will be occupied with technical tasks. Usually-the agency

responsibility is largest when the tasks at-hand are most objeftive and
technical, while the publics' role is-preeminenl when subjective 4

evaluation is needed. -

Once the roles of publics and agncy for each stage have been
established, you can begin to rough in Suggested PI program objectives
for eachstage. Think of these in general terms, as objectives for what
the program is expected ta, accomplish during each time-period. All of,

this may be revised, but iou.need to think it through first.

STUDYING METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

When you have a basic rationale you can get down to the nitty gritty part
of planning specific activities related to,the continuous exchange of
information in day-to-day communications and the specific events which

will be scheduled periodically throughout the project. The on -going

communications dimension is a crucial aspect of the program and you must
be careful not to let it be.neglected in the bustle .of preparing for '

events.

Although you will certainly make your share.of mistakes, you can save
.yourself some grief and a lot of energy by turning'to the books for .

information and insight. Read all the case studies you can find Which
relate to your situation, looking for the factors that made a differeoce

in results. Study the advantages and disadvantages of techniques, .

methods and qctivities described. This is an area in which you should be

in complete cOMmand of the-details, understanding the uses,
characteristics, costs and benefits so that prospective activities can-be
evaluated.

For each likel4prospect .you uncover,'note the resources it will require,

the benefits
(

can expect, and any special reasons you think that ppe

it is a good method or technique. In your research you May also discover"
,

some overwhelming reasons not to use-some methods which may.seem
attractive, and you should note these, too.

s ,r, s.

As you prepare your worksheets and read the case studies, you are
developing your public involvement strategy. eased on the objectives for-.'

the PI program during each of the project planning phases, you are
evaluating the various PI techniques available on the basis of their
ability to obtain the desired results. 4..

r^.
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EVALUATING TECH IQUES: AN EXAMPLE

During the Probl Identification phase of a water resources project, the

objactiv of the I program maybe to identify public perceptions of the
severity of surfac water pollution. 'One way to do this would be to read
letters received by the agency and the newspapers in response to an
ecylorial in a local paper which called for action to clean up area

streams. This woad take the PI coordinator some'time to count and
analyze the responses, but it would not require a special survey of area

re'sidepts. Ilimayprovide just as valid results as a maiiiid
questionnaire.

Another option might be to establish a "hot line" and invite citizens to
cell in their concerns. This could get quick response and obtain
publicity forthe project and the PI program, but it.could also result in
bediam,if you arentt thoroughly prepared.

Yet ,another technique would be to conduct a series of informal "man-on=
the:street" interviews or a formal survey, using a scientifically drawn .

-sample. This would take more time, and would require skill in interview
techniques and survey and sampling design. On the other hand, it might'

yield more information from a larger and more representative group of
people.

e

By weighing the potential adVantages and limitations of many-options, you
can prqbably.come up with one or two that seem better than the rest for
ypur purposes.

w.

PREPARING DISCUSSION MATERIALS

Your preparation has made you the Resident Expert; now you need to share
what you've learned. Your purpose is to involve the staff in a genuinely
Shared prograT-deVelopment session, so don't present them with a final

.plan.
However, you do need to prepare discussion materials'for the

--agency meeting to focus the issues under consideration and help you
arrive at Consensus decisions. Many of the points we cover here will
apply equally to public meetings and workshops. If the agency members
are impressed by the way that you conduct the staff meeting they will be
more likely to accept your-suggestions for conducting "outside".meetings.

'co

Begin by reviewing your updated worksheets describing agency and publics.
Keep theSe realities in mind as you plan your presentation. Imagine how
people will react and anticipate potential stumbling blocks.

-Goal kl: establish awareness of differing expectations of-the project
and the ;PI program

Discussion tool": 'Com son Worksheet you prepared earlier.
Transfer this information to a big flip chart which can be easily read by

everyone, in the room, and also prepare copies as handouts.
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As you present to the agency the publics' expectations, you are initiat-
ing negotiations and acting as a link. You need to present such a real-
istic picture of those publics that agency staff will see them'as genuine
participants,- who can, should, and in many cases almost certainly will

influence project outcomes.

\I
It is probably not a good-idea to overt y present at,this.meeting the /----
differing expectations which exist withi the agency, but keep them in

mind. Your aim is to promote copperative rathet than adversary positions
bop between the agency and the publics and among the various agency

members. (Ater you leave the project you can apply Nr the position of
Secretary of state or Ambassador to the UN). .

Goal £2: Establish understanding and agreement on the PI program.

rationale.

Discussion tool: a big flip-chart version of the Basic PI Program

Planner format. Write up a clear explanation for each part,
and test out your presentation on someone outside the program.

This itAm:will-probably not take-up a great deal of disCussion time, -but
it should help to establish your credentials as a full-fledgedomembei. of
the planning team and make those staff members who,are unfamiliar with PI
more comfortable with your proposals.

Goal £3: Staff involvemerit in developing program str tegy

Discussion tool: lists, of sample activities to be considered in achiev-

-ing program functions. Be forearmed with notes-on the charac-
teristics of each, including estimates of costs in staff time
and dollars.

After the relatively_ abstract ideas of expectation-comparisons nd plan-
ning rationale have been introduced, they need to be applied to program

specifics. Therefore, as soon as the first two items are sufficiently
cleat,'you should move the discussion to the level'of concrete examples.
While the program design is'ultimately your responsibility, you need to
move people into discussion of Apecific activities to be sre that every7
one really shares the same interpretation of what should happen and why.
Also, collaborative thinking usually produces a better-quality end result
and motivates people to work together to achieve it.

COLLABORATING AND NEGOTIATING

. By this point you should be well-prepared for a meeting which will ,get
('the-PI program off to a good start. If the chief pdminist/-ator/sc6epts

A your agenda, the remaining factor is the quplity of discussion. As you,

anticipate this remember that you are not presenting a final program, plan

ror approval. You want an enchange whiCh moves toward accommodation,
-allows you and othdrs to present useful information, inlOrporates staff
ideas, andbecomewspecific.

4
s
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EVERYTHING IS POLITICAL, AND DON'T YOU FORGET IT

If there is to. be someind of public involvement in the development of
the final plans for the PI program, make sure that this is understood and

,acceptable. Identify which decisions about the PI program are negotiable
and which are not. If final approval is required before plans are imple-
mented, point out when and by whom approval is required.

If elections or other political events are likely to influence the PI
program, try to determine before the meeting 'what kind of restraints or
requirements might be imposed and when, and then plan to work within and,

NA' if necessary, around them. Try to avoid being placed in limbo until
"after the election, after the reorganization,efter the budget is
approved, after

4

WHAT I REALLY MEANT. WAS. 4,

During the discussion, try to get everyone involved end make sure that
what is said is clear to all. This includes making sure that you under-
stand suggestions and/or objections raised by staff members and that you

have answered all questions,

Before the Meeting concludNs, summarize PI program objectives expressed
for each phase of the project to be sure..that you have captured the mean-
ing tat was intended. Confirm that you have the go-ahead to create a

program plan intended to achieve those objectives.

After the meeting, revise your planning sheets to incorporate whatever
changes and additions` developed during the Meeting, and peepare tokowork

on specific'activities. Circulate dated copies of your Basic Plan a
neat and$concise version of your revised planning sheets) to staff
members.

4
(1

The Discussion Process: A Scenario

You have gone over your Comparisons chart and the Basic PI Program
Planner chart, answered questions and everybody is ready to get down to

concrete activities.

YOU: "Now, let's see how some of this might actually work out in our

study._

CNIff ADMINISTRATOR: "Fine, I agree Ivith the public that we should

provide for full involvement." .

YOU: "Do you have a mental picture of how that should be,done?"

CHIEF: "Yes, 'we'll have an open public meeting next year to get their

. approval of the Pldn,"
.
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YOU: (this is not the time for hysterics) "Did you r ad about the exper-
ience the staff had in the XYZ River, Basin study w. they'weited until

the plan was virtually complete to hold a public meeting?"

CHIEF: "I remember they had a few problems, but 1 didn't think they were

serious."

YOU,: "A couple of agricultural groups got very upset about sor6e-of the
recommendations for future impoundments and held up approval of the pier)

for nearly a year. Joe M. from theit gisoup reported that late involve-

ment which amounts to little more than after-the-fact review generates
'more-antagonism than support."

, CHIEF: (You've gotten his_attention, now) "gell, what do you suggest?

Resources are limited, you know."

YOU (Slowly now, kid) ,"I
.

wanted to get your ideas before sekling any -

thirg in cement. But let's look at the chart showing which kinds of
activities have seemed to'be most useful at which stages of the planning
process- Of course, choosing exactly what,to do when depends on What it

is you want te accomplish. For instance, what would you like to see

happen at Stage 1? Of course, that's when the public will form its first

impressions.of the project..."

CHIEF: "I see. Well, let's have a big barbeque and invite the local
politicos and representatives.eSNother interest groups."

YOU: "The people I'vejalked with were very concerned about government

spending, very,conservative. We /also need to be careful about inviting
specific individuals and interest groups before we're sure who all has an

interest. My contact list is growing every day."

AGENCY PLANNER: "Say,rwhat about tying in with the local farm organiza-

tions to involve peopY0 Maybe they might sponsor 'something."

YOU: "Great! That could reach about 60 perc nt of the population in

this area, but not business and industry interests. If our goal is broad

involvement...."

CHIEF: "True. Can you work up a plan for Stage 1 that includes every-

body? With budget?"

YOU: (You've already got in your notebook cost figures for two dozen

options). "Sure."

And so on.... If you can generate this kind of involvement and alp
crystalize it into a practical design which agency staff can support
because they see its relation to their interests, gaining their aid in
implementation will be relatively smooth.

29
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STAGE 3: [IKTIE ,'EZ4,G1V110K
Design Process

Detailed preparation

1

The General Purpose: SelecEing, designing and develdpiog specific
techniques cor carrying out the approved PI
program.

DESIGN PROCESS

Moving plans from paper to reality is a challenging process. In general,
both the ongoing communications and event activities will require

refining your Basic Plan into_detailed specifics,

A-designing systems that work well, and

evaluating your procedures to make sure that these systems are
running smoothly according to design.

Now, How Do 'We Go About Doing These Wonderful Things?

First, refine your Basic Plan, setting as definite a sequential time-
frame as possible. Work on both ongoing communications-and event sec-
tions simultaneously as you think through the program so you can see how
they affect each other. As. you decide on specific activities and techni-
ques, incorporate them into the Basic Plan. Thib enlarged version will
then be your Master Plan.

At this time, allo'w yourself a little time for imagination as you consid-
er possibilities for program activities. A few wild ideas might be tamed
into extraordinarily effective echniques, but dull is going to stay
dull.

After you've compiled a list of ideas, seriously assess the prospects.
How likely is a given technique to achieve the stated purpose for the
planning stage? What costs are involved, both for the.public and the
agency? Are the needed reqources available? Is the technique appropri-
ate for the people you expect to involve?

Would I Bo Interested In'This Program If IWeren't Getting Paid?

As you design your program, remember that you are to a.considerable
degree'allocating time and energy belonging to other people -- both the
public and your agendy colleagues -- when they have priorities of their
own.
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j
Will they tee the activities you have proposed as worth their time? If

the answer is "no" or "dubious", start over. You cannot conduct a suc-
cessful program without enthusiastic staff support,', and without public
involvement you don't have a program at all.

Look carefully at your ongoing communication activities. What access
will be available, to which publics, at what times ?` What ihformation 3
'will 'be disseminated when, to whom, and by what channels? Have you pro-

vided for oontinuity of available staff time to respond to ,inquiries and
. to maintain project visibility?

Review your Master Plan with agency staff and with any representatives of
the public whose input'would be helpful. Their.Teactions will help Make
the plan more feasible and effective.

DETAILED PREPARATION

For each activity that's been agrepd upon,- set up a Production Chart like
the sample on'the next page. Using graph or chart paper, list all the
tasks-that must be don& Then set up a dated time-frame along the or
dimension of the sheet. For each task, plot the date by which it must be

completed. Initial each item to show who's responsible for what jobs,
. and list all the resources time, money, materials, etc. -- that will
be required. A detailed 'set of Production Charts gives you a fine

,planning and control device, and shows others how their work fits into
the larger picture.

S

Did Anybody AngWer-lhat Phone?

You may have surmised that ongoing communication is very important. If

you have not yet been able to get your telephone service and mail -

ling in order, do it now.

a) Identify in appropriate sequence each part of this total ac
ty, from publicity methods to training telephone answerers and
mail handlers.

b) Set up all the sub-systems and test them out; for example, after
you have arranged for telephone services, ask a friend to call
with an inquiry, perhaps at lunchtime. How had was it to get
the correct number? How was the call handled? What follow up
was done?

c) Provide for periodic checkups to make sure the routine is work-

ing effectively. If there are problems, be sure yoti as diplo-
matiC in your attempts to resolve them. Don't try tdtkow your
weight around, especially if you don't have any to throw. f
every secretary on your floor goes to lunch from noon till one,
and none of their supervisors object, you may not be able to CID
a thing about it. Delay your own lunch, and answer the phone.
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'ACTIVITY:

PURPOSE:

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION. WORKSHEET: PRODUCTION CHART

DATES

TASKS: c

.
.

. .

.

4'

4

_
I

. 0 r {

c

I
.

(-For each task,, set due date, and assign personnel)

Resources Needed: (List)

1'
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Ongoing Communications: Is Any'ody Out There Listening?

Your ongoing communications activities will require a certain discipline
to maintain consistency; you should build that in now. If, for instance,

one of your methods were the sponsoring of PI program advisory meetings
heldkin the project area communities, specify their frequency in a time-
table, identify, tasks like making arrangements for, the meetings, list
resources such as your time, travel money, and use of a car. If you

don't pin down such activities, other demands are likely to supersede

them. Typically, ongoing communications are rather low-profile, involv-
ing primarily your time and energy, dependent on your initiative. and

follow-through. Protect them by careful planning.

Events: Lights, Camera, Action!

:the production of a public involvement event is similar to putting on a
play, not because it's make-believe, but because so many details must be
coordinated to make the event an experience with impact. For example you

must:

choose the location of the event;

arrange for technical details like equipment, light and sound,
comfortable seating; refreshme ts;

a
prepare visual aids;

rehearse the actors to make sure they know their roles;

direct the sequence and timing of the 6ent itself;

handle publicity; and

host the event.

/M.

Rehearsals are a must, whatever you call them. Roles should be
skillfully assigned to build on people's strengths. For example, some
people can deliver a technical paper yery well, but need a partner.more

adept with groups to field the question-and-answer sessions. An organi-

zation leader is not necessarily the rigKt discussion leader; status can

be recognized by formal functions such as welcoming the -group or intro-
ducing staff while someone else acts as moderator for exdhanges.

The Reason, We Are Gathered Together Is....

If technical information must be presented at a Pi event, keep it con-

cise, and spend theitime and effort necessary to prepare good visuals and

a clear presentation. Some members of your staff will see the event
primarily as an opportunity to educate the public and will want to give

extensive lectures in engineering, economics, or microbiology in the

°course.of a two-hour public meeting.
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If thel, do this, the hances are good that the main results of the meet-
ing will be to bore, confuse and perhaps alienate the public, particular-
ly if the length of the presentations leave no time for them to .ask
questions and express their concerns. You may have to be firm in order
to ensure that the agenda is designed.to meet the goals of the event as
you and the staff have agryed on them.

As you pian the event, remember that people need time to sort each other
out before they can comfortably express opinions or otherwise "get down
to work" on w :tever is to be done. Allow get-acquainted time at the
beginning of :ny event, providing name-tagie, space, refreshments, and
introdiktion to encourage conversation. Arrange for methods which iden7
tify people easily by interest,groups. Finally, insist on scheduling
"break times" at appropiiate intervals. Often more real communication
takes pla e during the breaks than during the meetings.

t You Knew Where The Courthouse Was!

A f dayS before the even draw up a script with directions in such
derail as "5:30 p.m.--Jack moves in AV equipment and tests for light and
stund." If you are depending on out -of -town hosts, try to ensure that
they understand what you need. Most problems will haye been 'solved dur-
ing rehearsals, but circulate your final script in plenty of time to
illuminate and eliminate any remaining problems before the event. Remem-

ber details like adapters for electrical cords, extension cords, and
extra projector bulbs.

Scouting Out The Territory,

Be sure to call local people in advance of-the event, not only to encour-
age attendahce, but also to find out what;s on their minds. Relay their

concerns to the planners, and then be sure that specific response is
given at the event.

/This advance scouting will reduce the possibility of your being
'taen by surprise by 150 irate citizens who are looking for a forum for a
strictly local issue which has little if any bearing on the project.
They may still show up, but at least you won't be surprised.

4

"I'm Glad You, Brought That Up" (even if you're not)

In preparing for the give-and-take nature of PI events your best oppor-
tunity._ of studying, effective behavior may be to watch the masters of
audience discussion shows on TV. Notice, for instance, Phil Donahue's
skill at retaining the purpose of the program while encouraging a wide
range of comments from people of all levels of educttion and apparent
intelligenCe. The tools of their trade include;eetting a tone of friend-
ly openness, introducing a subject, as one on whIcfi-smore than one legiti-

mate opinion is valid, and a kit-bag of useful oomments such as, "I can
understand why you feel that way," and "Let's hear what someone else
thinks about that."
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Be sure that you have someone recording/the session and one or more peo-
ple taking extensive notes of what is aid and by whom, and names and

addresses of people who have question which must.be followed up.

Expect The Unexpected --And EnjoY It

Because so many unknown factors are present in the situation your 'team

must be prepared to be flexible. The heiv angies_or_unexpected concerns

which may cropup can't be ignored or you will lose your audience. If

your team can respond adaptively the rewards may include not only an
enlightening exchange, but an increased respect for the agency.

Expect the'unexpected in practical problems and natural disasters- -blown
fuses, speakers who.get the flu, etc., Just provide all the back-up you

can and don't worry.

During'one memorable public meeting, a thunderstorm knocked out all the

electricity. Startled, the staff member stopped his presentation in mid-
sentence, but someone called out from the audience, "We can hear in the

dark!" Since it was raining too.hard for anyone to leave, the lively
discussion of water problems continued in the pitch black auditorium
until the storm was over.

Involving citizens in prepar4ng and producing the PI event itself can be
invaluable;in ensuring that the agency's messages will be transmitted

effectively. It is important, however, that their role be a real one,

and that they take part in development of the program--cooptation or
last-minute window-dressing attempts will not work for long and can irre-

versibly damage your prograM. Public members of the presentation team

should be chosen for their skills and for their respect in the local

community.

a p

EVALUATIONL JOT' S IT ALL ABOUT AND WHY AM I HERE?

The question of the value of the PI program will come up again and again.
The question arises frequently in the myriad of forms which are shuttled

through various bureaucratic mazes. It also comes to you alone in the

dark hours of the morning.

Progresi Reports Without Pain

The bureaucratic-form type of evaluation is the simplest to deal with.
Numbers are,important here, so begin with the assumption that sdme sort

of documentation, or record keeping, is necessary. You need to keep,

track of how many letters you receive, how many miles you travel, how
many meetings you hold'and how many people show up at them, how many

inches of newspaper space you rate. For that matter, how many lawsuits

are filed as a result of the PI program? c
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To decide just howJo gather and maintain your program data, check out '2
first What'forms and official requirements exist. To whom will,reports
be submitted, for what, purposes (this may not have a satisfactoti'
answer), and at what intervals? Than set bp your basic recordkeeping to
fit the report formats and your own pUrposes eq. well.

The process is similar-to the preparation for filing income tax retargs'
People who set up their household records in relation} to those items have
an easy time filling in the'blanks, while.thdse-of us who keep a scramble
of mysterious slips in old shoeboxes live in a cumulaiivei)ightmareesch
year.

$

A Feedback: What Do They Think?

Once you have a system, man ng the bureaucratic paperwork'should be
relatively simple--unless t ey keep changing the forms on'you. Don't
neglect these niceties--your job and budget may depend on those numbefs.
However, dealing with the dark hours of the morning is more serious.;

Systematic methods of gettingljeedback from colleagues and the public
about ongoing communications and events in the PI program can provide.
useful subjective information about your overall effectiveness.

Some examples of forms used for feedback from the public are shown on the
opposite page. Feedback form A might be a business reply card enclosed
in a newsletter; fora) B might be asheet of paper to be filled.out and,
returned at the end of a workshop orother event.

The basic principles are

keep questions simple and to the point;

get responses While impr ssions are fresh; and

don't collect more than ou can use.

Several kinds of feedback from colleagues are useful. One is the read.:
tion they may have to PI events in which they have taken part. A

debriefing session immediately after the event, possibly followed with a
request for wfitten suggestions can help to generate both ideas and war:
mitment to the program. Try to be

.
as open to their suggestions as you. ,1/4

want them to be to yours!

Colleagues should also be encouraged to, report to you any comments about
the PI program--Oositim and negative:--that they have picked up from
their contacts with the public. If this is done routinely, the effect of
any one comment is less likely to be magnified out of proportion to its
importance, but patterns of comments can be picked up%

The feedback you get can tell you'how the PI prograM is going. It can .

also help you to figure out whys one technique is wellreceived, and why
another seems not to acpomplish its intended purpose.

p.
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Feedback Form A - elgoIng Communieati

Feedback on Project Newsletter: Please respond to the questions

below and then put this card in the mail. It needs no postage.

1. How thoroughly do you usually read the Project Newsletter?

.(Circle one.) IV*

NOT AT ALL
VERY LITTLE
SOMEWHAT -

VERY THOROUGHLY

2. ,What have you liked most about the newsletter?

C

,3. What have you liked least?

, 4. Suggestions, for improvement:

c-4

5
1

Do you wish Lb continue to ieceive the Project Newsletter?

(Circle one.)
i '14

YES

NO Give yoPur name and address so we may remove you from

the mailing list.

Feedback Form B - Event

Please respond to the following questions. Place this form in the box by the

door before you leave the meeting.

1. What is your mleralliratirg of this meeting? (Circle one:) ('

+-

Comments:

$

2. What'did youplike most about the meeting?

3. What,did you like least about it?

4. H'ow would you rate the following small 'group sessions? (Circle the appro-

priate response after each.)

Session A

_Session B

SeSsion

VERY GOOD SATISFACTORY NOT GOOD DID NOT_AiTEND
o

VERY, GOOD = SATISFACTORY NOT GOOD DID NO ATTEND

VERY GOOD SATISFACTORY NOT GOOD DID NOT ATTEND

5. Suggestions for improving futu e meetings:

I.
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WHAT EFFECT HAS THE PUBLIC HAD ON THE PROJECT "SO FAR?

-This is 4 baton line as far as you are concerned, so ask this question

routinely so you colleagues will expect it. The answers should be illu-

minating not onl to you but to,trie total planning staff and the public. .

It is, often useful to zero in on the extent to which the intended effect

was accomplished. g

For example, in the,EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES phase of a project Vle objec-
tive of PI might be to get ideas from the public abOut the relative
importande of several criteria. Planners might be asked how-the public
had ranked the criteria, whether the rankings were valid, and what was
the reason for the judgment'of validity.

AND ALL THINGS CONSIDERED...

O'ou may not be satisfied with the answers you get. The public input
' received may seem to be ignored or discounted by the planning staff. At

worst the project itself may possibly turn out to be so ill conceived or
poorly managed that public involvement seems useless. What then?

A

First, it is doubtful that any planning staff would totally, reject public
input, although it is quite possible that the impact of the public
involvement on the project may be subtle. Just the knowledge that they
have to explain their decisions will affect planners' actions even if
they do not consciously respond.

At various times during the project period review,your orientation work-
sheets and recall your initial impressions of your colleagues. If you

sense any increase in openness.or sensitivity totublic concerns, score
. one forPublic Involvement.

If the project, itself turns out to be the major problem, consider that
the existence of a public involvement program might_minimize the damages

and prevent a repetition of the disaster.

KEEP THE FAITH

No matter how great your enthusiasm and skill, you cannot eradicate pub-
lic indifference in the course of a six-month, or two-year, or even ten
year project. If you make a perceptible dent you're doing a fantesIic

job.

Sometimes, however, public awareness is slow to develop,-and yoUr efforts
may bear fruit long after the project is over and you are gonekto other
things. Almost certainly.a 'few people will have gained a betW idea of-
how they can approach a government agency and how they can get a response
to their questions and concerns. Another project or another public issue
will come up, aria when it does they will do better. And so will you.
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POST-SCRIPT: NOTE TO THE PI COORDINATOR

Dear Coordinator:

Now that you have made your way through this manual, you can decide how
much of it is useful to you in your situation, and what adaptations you
will make in the worksheets. Regardless of your situation, you can count
on the importance of the three stages descrilledin this manual. You can
be sure that you will have to do your Homework concerning the project,
the.agency, and the publics.

Your-biggest decision may be whither to take as much initiative as this
booklet suggests, or to wait for directions from managers in the project '

or 'agency.- The point of view expressed in this manual is that public
'involvement is sufficiently important and challenging that it deserves
your initiative and the consideration of Other staff. For you it is the
primary concern; for other staff, it is but one of many responsibili-
ties.

Ai
You have the opportunity, in your role as PI coordinator,. to make crea-
tive contributions to the developnent of a working partnership between
planners and the publics whom they serve. You also have the opportunity
to share experiences with others who have aim'lar responsibilities, thus
adding to their, and your, store of knowledg
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